Group Needs Organizer for this Culture: _____________________________
Family or Clan structure
Describe the way the society is
organized.
Identify the major family groups
or clan groups.
Do they use animals to identify
the groups?
What status do children have in
this society? When does a person
become an adult?
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Role of the Chief
Who gets to be the chief?
Are only men powerful in this
culture or do women have
leadership roles?

Role of Elders
What abilities and influence do
the older people have in this
culture?
What responsibilities and rights
do adults (men and women)
have?

Role of Shaman
Does this culture use a medicine
man or shaman?
What special powers or influence
does this person have?

Consequences of European and First Nations Interaction for this Culture: _____________________________
Economic impact of Fur trade
Did my culture participate in the
fur trade
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Spreading of European Diseases
Did my culture suffer from
European diseases, like small
pox, that were spread after
contact? What happened to the
people?

Converting to Christianity
Did the people of my culture get
converted by European
missionaries to Christianity?

Other (tools, weapons that were
shared?)
What types of special tools or
weapons did this culture receive
from Europeans?
Did this technology help their
lives or cause pain and suffering?

Physical Needs for First Nations Culture: _____________________________
Food
How did the climate and location
of this culture affect the types of
foods they could eat?
How did they ensure they got the
correct nutrients to stay healthy?
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Shelter
What kinds of materials were
available in their location to build
shelters?
How did they stay warm and dry?

Clothing
What type of clothing did they
require to survive in their
location?
What were their clothes made
from?

Technology
What types of special tools or
inventions did this culture create
to survive in their location?

Psychological Needs Organizer for this Culture: _____________________________
Spiritual Beliefs
Describe the major religious
beliefs of this culture.
Is there a single creator or a
group of powerful spirit beings?
Do the people have to go through
a major ceremony as part of
growing up?
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Their view of Nature
Describe the way this culture
existed with Nature (hunting,
fishing, farming, wood-cutting).
Did this culture try to protect the
natural world or try to use it for
its resources?

Famous Art Work styles
Is there a recognizable art form
that this culture is known for?
What artists can you name?

A Creation Myth
How did the world begin
according to the traditional
beliefs of this culture?
How did these people arrive in
their lands according to this
culture?

